The title of this book appears to suggest that histones do in fact play an established role in the transfer of genetic information. Whether this is the case is still, however, an open question, and the essays in this volume examine both the evidence for histone involvement in gene expression and how such an effect might be mediated.
The five main essays approach these questions from a variety of disciplines. In the first paper by Butler, data relating to the protein chemistry of histones are presented. The following paper by Bonner presents, rather uncritically, some data which the author interprets as evidence for a histone mediated control of the gene responsible for the synthesis of pea seed globulin. One problem encountered in any theory of gene control by histones relates to the specificity and interaction of DNA and histones. Allfrey & Mirsky approach this problem by postulating specific chemical modification (by acetylation and phosphorylation) of histones which may affect their interaction with the DNA genome. Goodwin proposes a mechanism for the control of gene function based on automata theory, and the final article of Sherbert discusses the effect of histones on embryonic development.
Of necessity, much of interest has been omitted. The lively discussions provide a commentary on the formal papers and add much of value not included otherwise.
J HINDLEY

Radiology of the Duodenum by R A Kemp Harper MD FRCP FRCP(Ed)
FRCP(GlaS) FFR pp xii +225 illustrated 45s London: Lloyd-Luke 1967 In this excellent book is collected a wealth of observations and facts about the radiology of conditions affecting the duodenum in patients of all ages. The approach is a practical clinical one and the text is classically simple and straightforward. The chapters are short. Each larger subject is introduced by a brief general, or short historical, survey and the main information is kept refreshingly brief, with frequent classifications. There is much description of previous work, and each chapter is followed by a list of references comprising most major descriptions of the subject matter. There is a straightforward index at the end.
Relatively little description of morbid anatomical or histological changes is given, the approach being essentially a radiological one. The emphasis alloted to the subjects is related mainly to their clinical incidence, and the result is a well balanced whole with the accent, if any, a conservative one.
In all, this is a valuable monograph and remarkably comprehensive for a first edition. Its clarity and simplicity will recommend it to a wide variety of readers, physicians and surgeons as well as to radiologists and radiologists in training. This book is the record of a symposium held at Oregon Medical School in 1965. Those participating included dermatologists, clinical and experimental pathologists, zoologists and epidemiologists. The editors' avowed intention of approaching carcinogenesis as a problem of growth and differentiation is largely successful. The first chapter is a review of tissue homeostasis; following sections deal with epidermal cell kinetics in carcinogenesis, the growth-promoting effects of tumours on tissues, epidermal carcinogenesis and nucleic acids, and mechanisms of tumour production by chemicals and viruses. These chapters on experimental carcinogenesis are slanted towards the problems of human skin cancer.
Environmental influences are considered in some detail and two chapters on ultra-violet radiation are especially relevant to the clinician. A controlled study has confirmed the long-held clinical impression that light-coloured hair and eyes and a tendency to sunburn easily are more frequent in patients with basal cell carcinoma than in patients with unrelated disease. The histopathology of premalignant lesions of the skin and of adnexal tumours are described in some detail. The final chapter records the appearance of squamous-cell carcinoma in carcinogentreated skin of the Rhesus monkey.
The book is produced to the same standards as the six previous volumes in the series. Numerous recent references are given at the end of each
